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Constrained Planar Remeshing for Architecture

Barbara Cutler
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Emily Whiting
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

We are exploring an important class of architec-
tural fabrication constraints: those associated with
planar construction materials such as glass or ply-
wood. Although glass can be bent into curved panels,
flat planar sheets are more cost-effective to manufac-
ture. With standard meshing techniques, designers
are limited to triangular or quadrilateral primitives.

In the design study below, a Voronoi diagram is
texture-mapped onto a 3D surface. A flexible rubber
sheet was necessary to skin the non-planar cells. The
designer wanted a planar remeshing tool that would
generate planar meshings with similar patterns.

Cohen-Steiner et al. fit a pre-specified number of
face clusters to a surface using Lloyd’s relaxation.
Planar proxies are assigned to these clusters and con-
nected to create a polygonal mesh:

However, in their work the final polygon vertices
are computed by averaging the projection of an orig-
inal mesh vertex onto each proxy. Thus, facets that
have more than three vertices will likely be non-
planar. Unfortunately, the vertices from this remesh-
ing cannot simply be moved such that all facets are
planar. Instead we place vertices where neighboring
planes intersect:

PlanarTriangulateInput PanelsPlanes
IntersectFit

PlanesCluster

In this process the mesh may become inconsis-
tent or degenerate. We detect and correct situ-
ations where an edge has “flipped” orientation or
the intersection vertex “spikes” to infinity as shown
below. The discontinuous nature of the solution
space presents challenges for optimization because

the neighborhood of a particular facet is not stable
from iteration to iteration.

Using automated milling equipment, the panels are
fabricated from planar plywood sheets and assembled
to create a unique and inspiring outdoor sculpture.
Our prototype tool has potential to impact not only
architectural design, but also the engineering for gen-
eral fabrication problems.
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A Lagrangian Approach to Dynamic Interfaces
through Kinetic Triangulation of the Ambient Space

Jean-Philippe Pons1,2 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat1

1 INRIA, Sophia-Antipolis, France
2 École Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées, Marne-la-Vallée, France

Abstract
We propose a robust and efficient Lagrangian approach for modeling dynamic interfaces between different ma-
terials undergoing large deformations, in two dimensions. The principle of our approach is to maintain a two-
dimensional triangulation which embeds the one-dimensional polygonal description of the interfaces. Topology
changes can then be detected as inversions of the faces of this triangulation. Each triangular face is labeled with
the type of material it contains. The connectivity of the triangulation and the labels of the faces are updated
consistently during deformation, within the kinetic data structures framework. Thanks to the exact computation
paradigm, the reliability of our algorithm, even in difficult situations such as shocks and topology changes, can
be certified. Our work brings an interesting alternative to the heuristic remeshing procedures of traditional La-
grangian methods, for two-dimensional and axisymmetric simulations.

1. Introduction

Usually, in Lagrangian methods, the crossing of points and
the formation of swallow-tails cause the failure of the sim-
ulation. In our approach, the embedding triangulation en-
forces the absence of loops and the proper handling of cross-
ing points. This idea is closely related to the use of time-
dependent pseudo-triangulations for the efficient detection
of collisions between several moving polygonal objects in
the plane [BEG∗99,KS02,ABG∗02]. However, the problem
that we address in this work is less restrictive: our method al-
lows the simulation to continue after a collision, by properly
handling the fusion or the splitting of the different materials.

The maintenance of our embedding triangulation relies on
the kinetic data structures framework, introduced by Basch
and Guibas [BG99]. Rather than trying to repair the possibly
entangled triangulation after each iteration of the simulation,
we smoothly interpolate the coordinates of interface points
between two consecutive time steps, and we modify the con-
nectivity of the triangulation and the labels of the faces ex-
actly as and when it is required. As a result, our lazy kinetic
triangulation has the desirable property not to introduce any
unnecessary perturbation of the interfaces in the absence of
topology changes, and to handle them exactly and efficiently
when they occur.

Figure 1: Embedding labeled triangulation.

2. Methods
The principle of our approach is to couple the numerical
solver which outputs the position of the vertices at some
(typically evenly-spaced) time instants, with a kinetic trian-
gulation. A physical interpretation is attached not only to its
vertices, but also to its faces, namely the type of material
that it contains, that we call for short the label of a triangle.
The interfaces of interest are embedded in this triangulation.
They are composed of the edges adjacent to two triangles
having different labels. This representation enforces water-
tight interfaces and seamlessly accomodates any number of
materials. An example of this embedding triangulation, in-
cluding three materials with some triple junctions, is dis-
played in Figure 1.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 2: Application to brain segmentation: (a) MR image, (b-e) different stages of the evolution, (f) labeled triangulation of
the final shape.

Our kinetic triangulation is termed “lazy” because it un-
dergoes no connectivity change as long as it remains a valid
geometric triangulation, that is to say as long as the orien-
tations of the triangles do not change and the triangulation
covers the convex hull of the vertices. The lazy behaviour
guarantees that the triangulation remains a faithful embed-
ding of the polygonal interfaces.

Contrarily to a Delaunay triangulation, the state of our
triangulation is not canonically defined: it does not depend
only on the positions of the points, but also on the history of
the motion. As a result, it does not suffer from an instability
and a multiplication of meaningless events when the points
are very close to a configuration change, like it happens with
Delaunay when four or more points are nearly co-circular.
Another advantage of an arbitrary triangulation is that the
predicates are cheaper to compute than for Delaunay. For
polynomial trajectories of degree d, the failure times of the
Orientation predicates are roots of polynomials of degree
2d, against degree 4d for the InCircle predicates.

An objection to the lazy kinetic triangulation could be the
absence of control on the quality of the triangles. In some
other contexts where the numerical robustness directly de-
pends on the quality of the worst-shaped element of the tri-
angulation, this can impair the simulation. This limitation
does not apply to our approach, because we are only inter-
ested in the interfaces between the different materials. The
tiling of each material is not used in the simulation, it is only
available internally to the kinetic data structure.

Here, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that the con-
vex hull remains constant during motion. This can be eas-
ily achieved by adding to the triangulation fixed points that
delimit a bounding box of the simulation. As a result, the
certification of our lazy kinetic triangulation only requires
one orientation predicate for each triangle. The events are
processed with elementary local connectivity modifications,
namely edge flips and edge collapses. For example, the
generic event of a flat triangle whose vertices have three dis-
tinct positions is handled by flipping the longest edge of the
flat triangle, so as to restore a valid geometric triangulation.
An edge flip requires the two adjacent triangles to form a
convex quad. Note that this condition is automatically ful-

filled in our case. Also, consistent labels must be assigned to
the two new triangles generated by the edge flip: these two
triangles are given the label of the original non-flat triangle
involved in the flip so that the location of the interfaces is
not altered.

Degenerate cases, like flat triangles with two or three ver-
tices having the same position, or the handling of simultane-
ous events, require special care. We have designed a strategy
that is proven to terminate and to restore a valid geometric
triangulation in all cases. It is not described here due to space
limitations.

3. Results
We give a glimpse of the possible applications of our ap-
proach in medical imaging. Deformable curves and surfaces
are a widely used technique for shape reconstruction in im-
age processing. Here, we address the automatic delineation
of the brain from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of
the head. Figure 2 shows the 2D magnetic resonance im-
age whose intensities drive the motion, the different stages
of the evolution and the embedding triangulation of the final
interface. Note how the initial seeds grow and progressively
merge to fit the complex shape of the brain.
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Outlier Robust ICP for Minimizing Fractional RMSD

Jeff M. Phillips Ran Liu Carlo Tomasi

Duke University, Durham, NC, USA

Introduction

Aligning an input data set to a model data set is
fundamental to many important problems such as
scanned model reconstruction, structural biochem-
istry, and medical imaging. The input data and the
model data are typically given as a set of points with
the relative positions not known, making the task of
registering them nontrivial.

A popular approach to solving this problem is
known as the iterative closest point (ICP) algo-
rithm [BM92, CM92] which alternates between find-
ing the optimal correspondence between points, and
finding the optimal transformation of one point set
onto the other. As both steps reduce the distance be-
tween the point sets, this process converges, but only
to a local minimum.

However, ICP, and its many variations, are vulner-
able to point sets with outliers. Because ICP will find
correspondences for all points, and then find the op-
timal transformation for the entire point set, the out-
liers will skew the alignment. Many heuristics have
been suggested [DF02, CSK05] including only align-
ing points within a set threshold, but most of these
techniques are not guaranteed to converge, and thus
can possibly go into an infinite loop, or require an
expensive check to prevent this. If the fraction f of
points which are outliers is known, then Trimmed
ICP (TrICP) [CSK05] can be used to find the optimal
alignment of the most relevant fraction f of points.
However, this fraction is rarely known a priori. If an
alignment is given then RANSAC-type methods can
be used to determine a good threshold for determining
these outliers. None of these existing approaches both
find a local minimum and converge.

Our contributions. Our solution to these problems
is to incorporate the fraction of points which are out-
liers into the function being optimized. To this end,

this abstract (see full version [PLT06] for details)
makes the following contributions:

• We formalize a new distance measure between point
sets which accounts for outliers: frmsd.
• We provide an algorithm, Fractional ICP, to opti-

mize frmsd which we prove to converge to a lo-
cal optimum in the correspondence, transformation,
and fraction of outliers.
• We show that Fractional ICP finds an alignment

with only the points which are more likely to be
inliers than outliers.

Fractional RMS Distance

Consider two point sets D, M ∈ R
d. The goal of this

paper is to align an input data set D to a model data
set M under some class of transformations, T , such as
rigid motions. We assume M and D are quite similar
and there exists a strong correspondence between most
points in the data; however, there may be outliers,
points in either set which are not close to any point in
the other set. Our goal is to define and minimize over
a set of transformations a relevant distance between
these two point sets.

We define the root mean squared distance

rmsd(D, M, T, µ) =

s

1

|D|

X

p∈D

||T (p)− µ(p)||2,

and we seek to minimize this quantity over a set of
transformations T ∈ T and matchings µ : D →
M . rmsd is quite susceptible to outliers because the
squared distance gives a large weight to outliers. To
counteract this, for a fraction f ∈ [0, 1] choose the
f |D| points with the smallest residual distance r =
||p− µ(p)||. Let Df be this set.

We define fractional root mean squared distance

frmsd(D, M, f, T, µ) =
1

fλ

v

u

u

t

1

|Df |

X

p∈Df

||T (p)− µ(p)||2,
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and we seek to minimize this quantity over a set of
transformation T ∈ T , matchings µ : D → M , and
fractions f ∈ [0, 1].

Value of λ. Under reasonable assumptions on the
distribution of outliers and through some straightfor-
ward but tedious probability theory we can show that
for λ = 1.3 (resp. λ = 0.95) for point sets in R

2 (resp.
R

3), that frmsd considers only the points which are
more likely to be inliers than to be outliers. This is
somewhat dependent on the noise among the inliers,
but only weakly dependent on the fraction of inliers.
We show empirically that as λ is increased up to 4 or
5, the minimizing fraction f and the rmsd value does
not change much. Thus, the algorithm is not sensitive
to this regularization parameter.

Fractional ICP

A simple modification of ICP, shown in Algorithm 0.1,
will find a local minimum of frmsd. We refer to this
algorithm as Fractional ICP or FICP.

Algorithm 0.1 FICP(D, M)

1: Compute µ0 = arg min
µ0:D→M

rmsd(D, M, T0, µ0).

2: Compute arg minf0∈[0,1] frmsd(D, M, f0, T0, µ0).
3: i← 0.
4: repeat

5: i← i + 1.
6: Compute arg minDf

rmsd(Df , M, Ti−1, µi−1).
7: Compute arg minTi∈T rmsd(Df , M, Ti, µi−1).
8: Compute arg minµi:D→M rmsd(D, M, Ti, µi).
9: Compute arg minfi∈[0,1] frmsd(D, M, fi, Ti, µi).

10: until (ui = ui−1 and fi = fi−1)

Implementation. Given a standard implementation
of ICP, we need the additional steps of computing the
subset Df (step 6) and computing the fraction f (step
9). Since the rest of the algorithm is unchanged, most
variations of ICP can incorporate this adaptation. The
subset Df can be computed by sorting the residuals
r = ||p−µ(p)|| and letting Df be the f |D| points with
smallest corresponding residuals. Once the residuals
are sorted, the fraction f can be computed by con-
sidering all |D| possible subsets and choosing the one
with smallest value in frmsd.

Convergence of algorithm. Algorithm 0.1 con-
verges to a local minimum of frmsd(D, M, f) over the
space of all transformations, matchings, and fractions
of points used in the matching. This is a local mini-
mum in a sense that if all but one of transformations,
matchings, or fractions is fixed, then the value of the
remaining variable cannot be changed to decrease the
value of frmsd(D, M, f).

Theorem 0.1 For any two points sets D, M ∈
R

d, Algorithm 0.1 converges to a local minimum of
frmsd(D, M, f, T, µ) over (f, T, µ) ∈ [0, 1]×T ×{D →
M}.

Experiments

In the full version [PLT06] we demonstrate that FICP
has a larger radius of convergence than TrICP, and is
faster and more accurate than TrICP and ICP. Also,
we empirically demonstrate that frmsd is not sensi-
tive to λ, but FICP is more robust with λ set larger
than its optimal value. Thus we run all experiments,
unless otherwise specified, with λ = 3. After converg-
ing, λ can be reset to its optimal value and the process
will reconverge quickly.

Figure 1 shows the alignment of the scan at 0◦

(blue) aligned with the scan at 48◦ (red) of the Stan-
ford dragon using ICP and FICP. Notice how when
the scans are aligned with ICP (right), the points in
the dragon’s tail are slightly misaligned, whereas with
FICP (left), the alignment is much better.

Figure 1: Alignment of scans for dragon model with
ICP (right) and FICP (left). Bottom shows zoomed in
view of dragon’s tail.
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Skeleton-driven Laplacian Mesh Deformations
Shin Yoshizawa, Alexander Belyaev and Hans-Peter Seidel

MPI Informatik, Saarbrücken, Germany

(a) (b) (c) (d)

An example of skeleton-driven Laplacian mesh deformations.
(a): Armadillo (332K triangles), its skeletal mesh (5K triangles),
and the stick-figure skeleton. (b): A space deformation of the skele-
tal mesh. (c): A coarse deformed mesh obtained by using dis-
crete differential coordinates from the deformed skeletal mesh (0.13
sec). (d): Using a multiresolutional mesh representation [LMH00]
quickly delivers a desired deformation of that highly-detailed model
(3.8 sec).

We present a novel semi-rigid mesh deformation technique based
on combining skeleton-driven deformations [Blo02, YBS03] with
discrete differential coordinates [Sor05]. Our method allows to gen-
erate natural-looking complex mesh deformations by preserving the
original shape thickness and fine geometric details with a certain
smoothness.

Skeletal Mesh Extraction and Editing
A skeletal mesh S is extracted from a given original mesh M by us-
ing a two-sided Voronoi-based approximation technique [HBK02].
The Voronoi poles are calculated for all vertices of M, and they are
triangulated by copying the mesh connectivity of M in order to gen-
erate S. A user defames S to the deformed skeletal mesh Sd via space
deformations.

Skeleton-driven Laplacian Deformation
Original Mesh: M

Skeletal Mesh: S

x

s

i

i

αij

βij
xj

Fragmented Mesh

Deformed Skeletal Mesh: S

sd

n0

t0
2

t0
1

td
2

td
1

Original Frame: B   = (n  ,t   ,t   )0 0
1

0
2

0
Deformed Frame: B   = (n  ,t   ,t   )d d

1
d
2

d

xj
T

xk
T

xT

Skeletal Mesh Editing
(Space Deformations)

dn

Transformations via (3)

Deformed Mesh: M

xd

d

d

Glue via Poisson equation (4)

i

i

i

xk

According to changes of local frames assigned to triangles of S
and Sd , M is transformed into a fragmented mesh by

xT
l = sd

l + |xl − sl |
A(xl − sl)

|A(xl − sl)|
, A = BdB−1

0 ,

where |xl − sl | represents the original shape thickness given by the
medial ball radius function. The final deformed mesh Md is ob-
tained by minimizing a difference between the deformed and frag-
mented meshes in discrete differential coordinates. This minimiza-
tion is equivalent to solving a sparse system of linear equations

4R({xd , sd}) = divR∇R({xT , sd}) ⇒ u = L−1
0 b,

where L0 is a graph-Laplacian matrix constructed by M and S.

Self-Intersection Fairing

Envelope vs. Union. Global Self-Intersection Fairing.
The self-intersections are eliminated via the evolution

∂W (t)
∂t

= F(U), 4RU(t) = W (t),

where F(U) = f (z)∇ f (z) if z = xd , otherwise F(U) = 0. Here f ()
is a union of medial balls, U(t) is an evolving volume, and W (t) is
the evolving volume represented in the differential coordinates.
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Shape Detection in Point Clouds

Ruwen Schnabel Roland Wahl Reinhard Klein†

Universität Bonn, Computer Graphics Group

Abstract
In this work we present an automatic algorithm to detect basic shapes in unorganized point clouds. The algorithm decomposes
the point cloud into a concise, hybrid structure of inherent shapes and a set of remaining points. Each detected shape serves as
a proxy for a set of corresponding points. Our method is based on random sampling and detects planes, spheres, cylinders and
cones. For models with surfaces composed of these basic shapes only, e.g. CAD models, we automatically obtain a representation
solely consisting of shape proxies. We demonstrate that the algorithm is robust even in the presence of many outliers and a
high degree of noise. The proposed method scales well with respect to the size of the input point cloud and the number and
size of the shapes within the data. Even point sets with several millions of samples are robustly decomposed within less than
a minute. Moreover the algorithm is conceptually simple and easy to implement. Application areas include measurement of
physical parameters, scan registration, surface compression, hybrid rendering, shape classification, meshing, simplification,
approximation and reverse engineering.

Contribution We introduce novel extensions and optimizations
that allow an efficient application of the RANSAC paradigm. The
method not only inherits the desirable properties of simplicity, gen-
erality and robustness, but, additionally achieves high performance
and scalability. In detail, our novel extensions are: A sampling strat-
egy that adapts to the size of the shapes present in the data. A crite-
rion to determine when enough candidates have been drawn based
on an analysis of our sampling strategy. A lazy score evaluation on
a sequence of random subsets that considers only as many points as
necessary to determine the best shape.

The impact of our novel sampling strategy is best illustrated with
an example. If the ordinary RANSAC sampling strategy were to
be used to detect a shape that comprises only three thousandth of
the point-cloud, 151,522,829 candidates would have to be drawn
to achieve a detection probability of 99%. With our strategy only
64,929 candidates have to be generated for the same probability.
That is an improvement by three orders of magnitude, i.e. in this
case that is the difference between hours and seconds.

model |P | ε α τ |Ψ| |R| sec
fandisk 12k 0.01 10 50 23 38 0.57
rocker arm 40k 0.01 20 100 67 833 2.9
oil pump 542k 0.01 20 500 106 61k 12.3
choir screen 1,922k 0.002 20 4,000 81 543k 20.8

Table 1: Statistics on processed models. The approximation tolerance ε is given as
ratio of the bounding box width. α is the allowed normal deviation and τ the minimum size
of a shape. |Ψ| gives the number of detected shapes and |R| of unassigned points.

† e-mail:{schnabel,wahl,rk}@cs.uni-bonn.de

Figure 1: Top: On CAD objects like the fandisk, that consist of the basic shapes de-
tected by our algorithm, shape proxies for every part of the surface are obtained. Middle:
Detected shapes in the choir screen point-cloud with 2 million points. Shapes were de-
tected in 20 seconds and are depicted in random colors on the right. Bottom: The scanned
oil pump model contains ca. 500k points. Points in the model on the right are colored ac-
cording to the type of the shape they have been assigned to: planes are red, cylinders green,
spheres yellow and cones purple. The model is provided courtesy of INRIA and ISTI by the
AIM@SHAPE Shape Repository.
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